
Namaskar Sir, 
 
We’ve watched your statement of 29th April in Rajya Sabha regarding violation of             
equality before Law by comparing the matters of Masrat Alam and Asaram ji Bapu. Sir,               
you rightly pointed out that militants who are biggest threats for our Nation easily get               
bail out and thus treated softly, whereas in the cases of religious leaders like Bapuji,               
without having any evidences against them, very biased treatment is given. Even            
though strong proofs are available against so called activists like Soni Suri, Binayak             
Sen, Teesta Setalvad etc. are given sympathy of so called secular and socialist             
parties.  
 
Sir, we’d like to put some facts regarding the Case. You’re right that in the               
proceeding happened so far, accusations aren’t proved, rather there aren’t any           
considerable evidences at all either physical or any supporting witnesses in the case;             
everything is relied upon the complainant’s statement only. Furthermore, while          
reporting the case some doubt raising things were happened. For an example            
complainant was living in Chhindwara (M.P.), incident is claimed of Jodhpur, and            
surprisingly FIR was lodged in Delhi after 5 days of the date of said incident. In report,                 
accusation was leveled of molestation, but eventually police included the charges of            
rape as well, in spite of complainant’s medical report doesn’t suggest the same.  
 
Due to rigorous media trial in this case, prejudice is at peak. Therefore, despite              
having bad health with major disease called ‘Trigeminal Neuralgia’, Bapuji has been            
denied Bail for 18 months. Trial is being pursued with dilly-dallying approach.            
Another, some elements have been observed to have special interest in the matter;             
like delhi based fraud NGO named ‘Kalpana’ who did counselling without having any             
authority for preparing the complaint draft, besides this other activists of this NGO             
lobby are also noticed to have much inclined like Adv. Kamini Jaiswal, appearing for              
Complainant side in SC; Kavita Krishnan, who remains in constant touch with            
Complaint’s family. 
 
Finally, sir we would like to show our gratitude by giving this thanks letter for raising                
a concern to Ministry of Law & Justice on delaying in giving Bail to Bapuji. Sir your                 
bold words would be very much useful in bringing the facts of injustice happen with               
Bapuji to the whole Nation through the Parliament. 
 
Thank you so much, Sir ! 
 
Yours Faithfully, 



Dhaval Mehta 
Convenor, Sant Shri Asharamji Foundation  
for Societal Affairs & Change(SAFSAC) 
www.jansatyagrah.safsac.in 


